Specifications & Features

**Description**  A 3-way combination treatment table, prep table, and gurney. For use in treatment-prep areas and patient transport to surgery and recovery. Electric lift for height adjustment. Attachable IV pole and instrument trays.

**Dimensions**  Table top including push bar 21" x 51". Base footprint 22" x 46", not including foot switches.

**Top surface**  Stainless steel 21" x 46". Reinforced to prevent flexing and dampen sound.

**Finish**  Non-stainless parts are 2-layer powder coated, except for battery case and sliding parts.

**Electric lift**  Capacity 250 pounds.

**Height adjustment**  12" to 37". Seated or standing use.

**Fast recharge battery**  With low battery signal.

**2 foot switches**  One each side. Toggle type.

**Instrument trays**  Swiveling stainless steel trays fit into sockets at 4 corners of table.

**IV pole**  Fits into sockets at 4 corners of table.

**Lightweight**  Weighs only 85 pounds (less than half as much as most other treatment tables). Less weight to push. More maneuverable in tight spaces.

**Push bar**  For steering control when used as gurney transport.

**Hospital caster**  Full size 5" locking casters. Minimum force for rolling or turning.

**Construction**  All joints are welded. Built to hospital quality standards.

**3 year warranty**  Full coverage bumper to bumper for all parts and labor.

**Ergonomic features**  Designed to reduce lifting, bending, and carrying injuries. Exceptional mobility due to light weight, large casters and push bar. Electric lift with dual switches for full-range height adjustment, easier patient loading. Operator comfort seated or standing. On-board IV pole and instrument trays.

**Model 50702.** With IV Pole and 1 instrument tray.

**Model 50704.** With IV Pole and 2 instrument trays.